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We have already announced the cooperation between the Municipality of Palást and Mary’s
Route Public Benefit Association, in which the partners are working on the implementation of
an innovative game, which, according to preliminary plans, will be named SmartZ.

It is no stranger to many to say that man proposes, God
disposes. So, it happened with the name of the game.
Unfortunately, by the time the trial was approved, the selected
name was no longer available.
Overcoming the sudden obstacle quickly, calling on the short
title of the project for help, our innovative game finally got
the name Green Users’ Guide.
As previously reported, the game will be playable on both the
web and mobile, and in one game we will get 10 cards and
questions that we all need to answer.
We have already shown the course of the game, in a few
words we will also introduce the additional functions that
have found a place in the application.
The game is made in two languages, so users have the
opportunity to play it in English and Hungarian.
A very useful feature has been added, which, intertwined with
the contents of the cards, shows users the locations where
certain natural values can be viewed. In addition to a brief
description and information, we can also see contact
information related to the locations.
In addition to developing the game, the partners also implemented a workshop as well as a
dissemination event. During the workshop, the organizers focused on presenting the game and
gathering and discussing possible changes and common ideas and necessary data, while at the
dissemination event, the focus was on presenting the finished game.
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The cooperation between the Municipality of Palást and Mary’s Route Public Benefit
Association was implemented within the framework of the Interreg V-A Slovakia-Hungary
Cooperation Program, SKHU / WETA / 1901 / 4.1 / 229, ‘Green Innovative Users’ Guide
- Our Common Natural Values’ project. With the involvement of new partners in the project
and with the collaboration of the lead partner and the small project partner, the cooperation
between the partner countries could be further strengthened through the developed application
and collaborations.

More information can be found at http://greeninnovativeguide.mariaut.hu/tart/index/1486/1.
The contents of this newsletter do not necessarily reflect the official position of the European
Union.
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